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EIGHT TYPES OF PEONY BLOOMS

Planting Season

When you plant peonies, you surely plant expecting them to grow, thrive and blossom. There is only one right time to plant, which is from September first until the ground freezes. When the blossoms are gone in July, the Spring's foliage ripens and new eyes or buds are formed on the roots for next Spring's growth. These eyes or buds advance in size and development from July first until forcing so far that they spring into activity and put out the new, even as frost goes out of the ground in Spring.

The new buds that are formed on the roots seem to stop in Summer under the heat and dry weather. When this dormant or rest season occurs, about September first is the time to dig up and divide and transplant. Therefore, when the Fall rains come, little new roots begin to spread out, ready for the early jump into life next Spring. You should order, and get your roots in hand planted as early after September first or as soon as to take advantage of the Fall growth whereby the roots will have the advantage of this premonitory start which peonies make in the Fall ready for the early Spring jump.

Those who wait for Spring planting remember that September is the time to dig and divide. When so divided, they are put into cold storage and kept for Spring planting. Some say roots can be kept in cold storage six months and then planted without harm to the roots. True that the peony is so hardy and determined that the roots will grow and many times bloom, but it would make you heartless to read the many letters I receive saying, "I planted my peonies two years ago last Spring, why do I not get any blooms?" For the peonies I take, the waiting in the hot weather to plant flowers comes in Fall instead of Spring. Do you not see how the poor roots are shocked by six months of dry and cold (particularly the dry) in storage? Now I cannot find it in my heart to tell peonies for Spring planting, which I think of the portion dried out refrigerated roots and will shake of the poor buyer, who will wait and wait for blooms. In the Fall of 1920, I planted over nine thousand divisions of Felix Crouse and Peters Massif. This spring (1921), 90% of the young plants had buds or blossoms. Fall is the time to plant and after should be in early in the Summer, so as to have the benefit of an early turn at flowering and in early September planting, and the benefit of the new roots that start with Fall rains.

When I urge you to order early is Summer, it is not altogether for my convenience. It is for your own advantage and profit, too. Try it not once, and see whether you know about it or not. It is by trying out these suggestions that you gain experience and success.

If peonies fail to blossom, it is not the fault of the peonies. It is someone's fault. How often the peonies are blamed for the fault and nothing of others.
Why Don't the Collections?

That's Easy

Because people have learned a thing or two about collections. Not this year. Maybe next year. But if we wait until next year, by that time we'll have the same problem. We have to remember that the best collection is the one that grows and changes with the times. If we wait too long, we may miss the best opportunities to add to our collection. So, let's get started today and build the best collection we can!
Did You Get a Copy of My Book
“Tips and Pointers for Beginners” with Peonies?

This year I am sending complimentary copies to a selected list of leading flower lovers. Next year, I hope to have in it some very expensive colored lithographed pictures of peonies, and the cost will be so high that I will be compelled to charge for it. I will send you a complimentary copy now, if you wish.

My Book—
“Tips and Pointers for Beginners” with Peonies

contains information that cost me hundreds—you get it all for a one cent stamp.

It Contains
Tips and Pointers about profits in peony growing.
Tips and Pointers about propagation and cultivation.
Tips and Pointers about money making for women.
Tips and Pointers about grades and classification of peonies.
Tips and Pointers about profits in growing peonies for cut flower market.
Tips and Pointers about what to leave alone.
Tips and Pointers about how peony roots double in value each year.
Tips and Pointers on how to know the value of new and rare peonies.

They Say “The World is Going Mad”

about Peonies, and no wonder

“Tips and Pointers for Beginners” puts you next to valuable information that you want and can use.
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Make Special Prices to the Trade in lots of one hundred of one variety.

Highest Grade varieties listed in my catalogue.

Single Type—Albiflora, the Bride.

Anemone Type—Anemoneflora.

Japanese Type—Mikado.

Semi-double Type—Marie Jacquin.